Town of Brookline
Advisory Committee Minutes
March 16, 2021
To access a recording of this meeting, click on the link below:
https://brooklinema.zoomgov.com/rec/share/tcN3Aq_M_CROf6_y-VOEXpMwMZ4aaa8hCEdqKEOmE_yBOihA5YUtrBiluuxthMp
Passcode: HT6kfC=+
Present: Carla Benka, Ben Birnbaum, Harry Bohrs, Clifford Brown, John Doggett, Dennis Doughty, Harry Friedman, DavidMarc Goldstein, Neil Gordon, Susan Granoff, Amy Hummel, Alisa Jonas, Janice Kahn, Steve Kanes, Carol Levin, Pamela
Lodish, Susan Park, Carlos Ridruejo, Michael Sandman, Lee Selwyn, Alok Somani, Claire Stampfer, Paul Warren, Christine
Westphal, Neil Wishinsky, Chi Chi Wu
Also Attending: Melissa Goff, Deputy Town Administrator; Interim Police Chief Mark Morgan, Jeff Nutting from the
Town Clerk’s Office, Charlie Simmons, Director of Public Buildings; Dan Bennett, Building Commissioner; Leigh Jackson,
Recreation Director; Justin Lawson, Head Golf Professional; Gerry Kelly, Recreation Department Business Manager;
Nancy O'Connor, Vice Chair of the Park & Recreation Commission; Seth Davis, Fred Levitan, Adeniji Ijanusi, Mark Gray,
Jane Flanagan, Shawn Payne, Katherine Marshall, David Ciccolo, Antonia Bellalta
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM.
Announcements: Pursuant to this Board‘s Authority under 940 CMR 29.10 (8), all Advisory Committee Members will be
participating remotely via telephone or video conferencing due to emergency regulations regarding the Corona virus.
The Chair has reviewed the requirements of the regulations. There is a quorum physically present and all votes taken will
be recorded by roll call so all above listed Advisory Committee members will be allowed to vote.
Public Comment
7:00 pm
No public comments were offered.
Public Meeting
7:15 pm
Amend March 11 2021 vote to table vote on FY 22 Police Department Operating Budget
A MOTION was made and seconded to amend the Advisory Committee vote for the Police Department FY 22 operating
budget.
Comments: Many budgets will come back to us for reconsideration because of an influx of funds. We need to vote and
move on and if it comes back, we can reconsider it.
I would speak in favor of continuing to table the vote on the Police budget as there are ongoing meetings about reform
and reimagining. Other budgets have been punted down the road because of fluctuating circumstances. The Town has
spent money to have the former Chief participate in these committees, so the least we could do is wait to see what the
upshot is of that money spent.
Either put an amendment to change all budgets or no budgets. The amount paid to Dan O’Leary has no relevance. Deal
with the Police Budget we have now and deal with any amendments before Town Meeting if we get them.
Not once did we consider tabling any other budgets even in the face of COVID unknowns. So it is disrespectful to the
Department especially since we have heard from the Chief that his major problem is morale. We have had public
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hearings and the AC meeting where they have answered all of our questions, but we are stalling a decision. If we need to
make changes we can come back and amend. This inadvertently sends a very bad message. Signified by transfers out of
the department and will exacerbate the problem we have in retaining good officers.
The AC only looks at the Town-side budget and deciding to table the School budget is not under our jurisdiction.
Committees may begin to work together to come to some agreement. I would not attach any further qualifications to
this budget – if so, those qualifications would have to be attached to every budget. Respecting the work of our
subcommittee and the discussion we had last Thursday, I suggest we go forward.
Disagree with much of what has been said, put off by the email received about bringing this up again; we have many
budgets ahead of us; we do table things and wait for more information. That is not a political statement and in this
climate, remaining neutral which was one of the issues for postponing the vote. We should state that we do respect the
police and what they do but please just stand by. Get back to this when there are other changes and we know what we
are voting on.
I was against tabling and understand there is a balance though not a good one. The amendment is a compromise –
trying to let both groups we know we are open to hearing them. Recommend moving the budget forward and not play
political process.
Opposed to the amendment because it is playing the political process; we hear budgets and decide; proceed with
budgets as they come, deal with them, and come back as necessary. I recommend moving on.
Agree that there should not be comments. Either way tabling or reconsidering we have to meet again to make a
decision. We have a battered police force and no matter what we do it, will make a statement. The one I would like to
make is this is what we do for departments and if anything new comes in, we will act on it. I support approving the
budget.
We had a discussion and vote and now that we are discussing it again shows we are concerned. If the Select Board
recommendations require some change to the Police Budget we can look at it then. Vote without any additional
recommending language. Revisit as necessary.
By a roll call VOTE of 18-5-3 the motion carries and the original vote was reconsidered.
7:20 pm

Further consideration and vote on FY 22 Police Department Operating Budget

A MOTION was made and seconded to amend with a statement recognizing that the Select Board may recommend
changes following its review of the reports of the Policing Reform Committee and the Reimagining Task Force.
By a roll call VOTE of 2-23-1 the motion fails.
A MOTION was made and seconded to recommend funding of $17,493,030 for the Police Department CIP in the fiscal
year 2022 budget.
Discussion
There was a general discussion about policing and financing adequately in Brookline and how funds may be used for
alternative services.
By a roll call VOTE of 22-1-3 the motion passes.
7:25 pm

Review and Possible Vote on FY22 Operating Budget and CIP – Town Clerk (Admin & Finance, Capital)
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Dennis Doughty gave an overview of the subcommittee’s review of the Town Clerk budget which is essentially level
funded. The report is at the end of these meetings.
Highlights included efforts to digitalize and revise bylaws and educating the public on how to find same.
Carla Benka, chair of the Capital Subcommittee gave an overview of the CIP request from the Town Clerk’s Office. The
Clerk’s office plans a complete upgrade of voting equipment in FY22. The existing hardware is 20 years old and had an
expected lifetime of 10 years when originally purchased. The CIP request of $130,000 covers new hardware and
software. The request includes 22 tabulator machines (one tabulator per precinct plus backups), reporting software and
hardware, training, testing, and onsite coverage for the first election. (The State is responsible for replacing the
AutoMARK Voter Assist terminals for voters with special needs.) It is possible that the Town will receive a very modest
credit for the old equipment but that is not certain at this time. It is expected that the new equipment will have a useful
life of 10-12 years. Post-purchase maintenance and software licensing fees total $5,250.
Questions and Comments
Q: If someone were elected to the Town Clerk’s position, how would that affect the budget numbers? A: The person
begins 7 days after election or appointment. There would be no impact on the budget.
Q: How much historical information will be available about bylaws? A: No funds available for retrospective history.
By laws approved last spring by Attorney General are on the website; those voted in November and December but not
yet approved by AG, are sitting on our desk and we still need to decide how to integrate those.
Q: Cost of an election with mail in balloting – how much does it add to an election? All raises because of COVID had been
frozen but notice step increases? A: Step increases are part of a collective bargaining agreement. This is separate from a
cost of living raise which no one is receiving. Mail in voting there will be a cost this spring and next. 90% of the cost is
extra help getting the ballots out to the public. 4,000-10,000 ballots so added about 10 people to support. The cost
varies based on timelines.
Thank you – your office did a great job getting those ballots out.
Q: Possibility of no in person voting in the May election? A: Yes the Select Board has to vote on it.
A MOTION was made and seconded to recommend funding of $617,240 for the Town Clerk Operating and funding of
$130,000 for the Town Clerk CIP in the fiscal year 2022. By a roll call VOTE of 25-0-0 the motion carries.

7:50 pm

Review and Possible Vote on FY22 Operating Budget and CIP – Building Dept (Capital)

Amy Hummel on behalf of the Capital Subcommittee gave an overview of their deliberations and shared highlights of
the discussion. The report can be found at the end of these minutes.
Questions and Discussion
Relationship between schools and town and maintenance agreement may need to be revisited at some point in the
School Town Partnership. Every time we show the bill to the School Department about how much it will cost to maintain
buildings, the PSB doesn’t seem to have the funds. They seem to forget that the state / condition of the schools are part
of their mission. Not fair to the rest of the residents to say we don’t have funds left see what you can find to scrounge
for these repairs – eventually more expensive due to delays.
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As we increase size of schools, there hasn’t been an equivalent increase in maintenance and staffing – so still operating
in this deficit. Not sustainable and look at other ways to fix this when we cut the pie.
Two comments: first agree with what was said above. Would like an amendment to recommend a committee convene
during the summer to focus on some solutions to underfunded maintenance on schools and other public buildings.
Could be an Advisory Committee resolution and we could take it up at a later meeting.
One member offered a brief overview of valuation of public buildings to provide perspective – significant
underinvestment in maintaining these buildings.
Q: Are toilets replaced annually? A: No they are maintained annually; bathrooms are upgraded on a schedule but this is
not happening on a regular basis. Carried a number though all buildings to come up with an idea of what it might cost if
we were to do this upgrade.
Q: Pierce School? A: Building is old and toilets are very small so we may be doing this in the future but nothing done in
the past.
Dan Bennett thanked the subcommittee for their report. Repair and maintenance on Town-side departmental loss of
$100K understandable but hope to recoup that funding. Staffing we have HVAC position vacant but working with HR.
Creating some new job descriptions with different skill sets and licensing requirements. Two building inspector positions
are vacant. New Deputy Building Commissioner hired. Hoping in two to three weeks to interview for two building
inspector positions. Concerns about school-side of maintenance and the lobbying required to get funding from the
School Committee and only coming away with 30-40% commitment of funding. Hopeful with new staff coming on (new
Superintendent and Assistance Superintendent for Business and Finance), we can work with the new administration to
come up with a better way to get this done. Charlie did a great job during this pandemic; he was on top of it early and
installed dividers, partitions, hand sanitizer dispensers, and more and kept employees safe in the buildings that are
getting used.
Q: Is there any risk to the Town if a child is injured as result of deferred maintenance? A: The list we have for school
repair and maintenance prioritizes life safety – exit signs, egress doors, stairways, and so forth. If we see something that
could cause hazard, we do fix it long term as is possible.
We hear the same thing every year and I think we should make a statement about the dangers of deferred maintenance.
Caution doing this on the fly. But an amendment is always available.
Are we keeping an add-back list? We need to know what we are neglecting that should be done now.
Not fixing windows or roofs. No washing or painting or carpentry. It will be a challenge to keep on top of these things.
Resolution on looking at this issue in some detail and consider what items you would put on a priority list and those
costs we would have something to work on.
We don’t know much about money coming back to the Town from State or Federal government as part of the American
Rescue Plan Act – perhaps use some of those funds to fix our buildings.
Q: For those buildings that we recently designed and the ones that we will be designing and building soon: Do you go
over plans with the architects to talk about maintenance costs of those plans? Are there parts of the designs that would
be less expensive to maintain? A: Yes I do meet architects and engineers and review each section of the building
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including HVAC and electrical – look at products that will have a long life span – floors that get a lot of traffic for
example. Block that is painted or glazed and equipment like a boiler made to last 40 instead of 20 years. Value
engineering… School Dept wants things that wear well too but mostly architectural details and then we all compromise.
Q: The reason that the Town took over maintenance for the School Department was that the Schools were abysmal at
maintaining their buildings. It has been going on since the 1990s. It is an uphill battle with the School Department. Let a
teacher go or defer maintenance.
Comment: Is there an add-back list? Given ebb and flow of money coming to the Town good to keep a list of things we
want to fund if money becomes available and hope we can do that again this year. Not sure how it will all be
apportioned.
Reduction in Building budget for Fy 21 was on the Town side and not the School side.
Is there anything that prohibits us for setting up a separate reserve for buildings? For deferred maintenance. There are
things you could do – create a stabilization fund for building maintenance.
Any federal funding is a onetime thing and would be used on the Capital side so we would most likely focus on HVAC.
Carla Benka gave an overview of the CIP requests for the Building Department the full report which is attached at the
end of these minutes. Brief descriptions and amounts are below.
Town/School Building – ADA Renovations Recommendation: $85,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
Funds for this program are allocated on an annual basis in order to bring both Town and School buildings into
compliance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act. Some of the money is spent on predetermined
projects, while the rest is held in reserve to respond in a timely manner to requests that are received during the year.
A portion of the FY 21 funds have been used to install automatic door openers (both touchless and touch-operated) in
such locations as the side doors of Town Hall and of the Health Department building. This type of work will continue in
FY 22, along with the installation of automatic hand towel dispensers and automatic flushometers.
Town/School Buildings – Energy Conservation Projects Recommendation: $165,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP funds are used to decrease energy consumption in Town and School buildings. Actions include, but are not limited
to, lighting retrofit and controls, energy efficient motors, insulation, heating and cooling equipment, and installation of
variable frequency drives that control the speed of motors for pumps and fans. In addition, water conservation efforts
are explored. FY 21 Energy Conservation dollars were used to support the continuation of LED lighting installation in the
Brookline Village branch of the Library and in the Public Safety Building. In the coming fiscal year, LED lighting will be
installed in the Lawrence and Runkle Schools, Putterham Golf Course Clubhouse, and maintenance facility at Larz
Anderson Park.
Related to this work has been the installation of solar panels at the Florida Ruffin Ridley School, which are expected to
be fully operational in about three weeks. Solar panels are also scheduled to be installed at the Runkle School, Kirrane
Aquatics Center/Tappan Gym, Brookline High School, Heath School, and Municipal Services Center.
Town/School Buildings – Envelope/Fenestration Repairs Recommendation: $750,000 (General Fund Bond)
Ten years ago $250,000 was appropriated for costs associated with repairs to the outside envelope of all Town and
School buildings, including a visual inspection of the exterior of all buildings to help prioritize these repairs. The master
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plan that was prepared by a consultant included a priority list and a schedule that called for the investment of $27.45
million over a 30-year period. Over time, the replacement of the Old Lincoln School retaining wall and support structures
was added to the list, along with chimney inspection and repairs, including the installation of new metal liners.
In FY 22, repointing, caulking, and sealant work will take place at Fire Station 4 (Reservoir Road and Route 9) and at the
New Lincoln School, and a new door will be installed for the public restrooms at Larz Anderson Park.
Public Building Fire Alarm Upgrades Recommendation: $175,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP dollars are used in this program to upgrade and maintain the fire alarm and fire protection systems in Town and
School buildings, based on the recommendations in the study undertaken by Garcia, Galuska & Desousa. In FY 21
maintenance, repair and replacement work took place or will take place at the Senior Center, Public Safety building,
Health Department building, Municipal Services Center, Eliot Recreation Center, and High School. In FY 22 similar work
will be undertaken at the Heath and Baldwin Schools, Brookline Village branch of the Library, and Water Division facility
on Netherlands Road.
Town/School Building – Security/Life Safety Systems Recommendation: $170,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP funds are used to fund security improvements in Town and School buildings, including upgrades of cameras from
analog to digital and replacement of doors, door frames, and locks (as needed) as well as the continuation of the
ongoing program to replace and install upgraded burglar alarms, sprinkler systems, emergency lighting, and egress signs.
In the coming fiscal year, funds will be directed to purchasing and installing additional keycard readers, upgrading
keycard software and Town Hall cameras, modifying the sprinkler system in Town Hall, and inspecting and repairing fire
escapes in various buildings.
Questions and Comments
Q: For buildings we lease are we still required to maintain these or do the lessors or renters do this? A: Building
Department takes responsibility for the exteriors and likes to have control over schedule and quality of maintenance.
A MOTION was made and seconded to recommend funding of $9,116,024 for the Building Department and the
requested funding as outline above for the Building Department CIP in the fiscal year 2022 budget. By a roll call VOTE of
26-0-0 the motion carries.
8:45 pm

Review and Possible Vote on FY22 Operating Budget and CIP – Recreation Dept, Golf Course and
Revolving Fund (Capital)

Pam Lodish gave an overview of the Capital Subcommittee’s review and deliberation on the Recreation Department
budget and CIP the full report of which is included at the end of these minutes.
Highlights included how successfully they managed COVID continuing to offer summer camp and keep the golf course
open with safe distancing. An efficient pre-registration process in collaboration with the Health Department resulted in
getting many skaters and ice hockey players back on the ice. They work closely with the Building Department to make
sure that their products are green and approved by the Town. They have formed successful partnerships with other
community programs and schools including the Senior Center and the Brookline Public Schools and with Park School,
Dexter Southfield, Beaver Country Day and Winsor. Consideration is being given of extending use of Golf Course past the
golfing season – perhaps cross country skiing, snow shoeing, etc. and creating other activities there.
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Leigh Jackson, Recreation, Director introduced her staff to help with answering any questions, Justin Lawson, Head Golf
Professional and Gerry Kelly, Business Manager. The Department’s goals for 2022 are to keep it simple; focus on quality
of services, our customer experiences, and stabilizing our department. Ultimately have some fun for the community in
2022.
Questions and Comments
Q: Love all of the department’s offerings but one complaint was that there was insufficient time for the public on ice
skating rink. What is cost of refurbishing Lars Anderson versus building a new rink in another location? A: Not leading
feasibility study. Task Force put together to study cost of new rink vs refurbishment and those answers will come from
that study. Bring question for Erin next week.
The Department has done a phenomenal job for making positive change.
Q: Wasn’t aware that the Town had bocce courts and where would I have found info on those? A: Put in last year in
cooperation with the Senior Center. A: It wasn’t marketed well but we are revising our marketing plan and our website
to this end. It can be an exciting event space but it needs to be studied. Chairs and tables for those who want to watch
but don’t necessarily play. Will look for places where we can excite and invite people who don’t play golf but can find
other ways to enjoy the landscape.
Recommend Frisbee golf…
Q: Can you comment on VineRipe and what the agenda is for the conversation on Thursday? A: Sent a memo to Mel that
discusses the process – a public hearing and it is posted on Town Website so you can see the details there.
Q: Where are the pickle ball courts? A: A growing sport in our community. Talk of adding more courts. Lined tennis
Courts at Warren with six pickle ball courts; in winter on Friday nights Tappan Gym and we may put more down in this
spring.
Q: $60 entrance fee to use Golf Course – handicap fee? A: It has been $60 and established by Mass Golf Association and
has been stable over 5-10 years. We pay a fee to Mass Golf Association (technical services) and claim revenue stream
under Handicap Fees. Cost of a round of golf is $40 weekday and $52 for weekend. Revenue and expenses remain in
their budget and doesn’t go into the general fund.
A MOTION was made and seconded to recommend funding of $1,058,391 for the FY 22 operating budget of the
Recreation Department; $3,879,930.82 for the FY 22 Recreation Revolving Fund and $2,009,493 for the FY 22 Golf
Course Enterprise Fund in the fiscal year 2022 budget. By a roll call VOTE of 26-0-0 the motion carries.
9:30 pm

Other Business

Subcommittee chairs reminded everyone of upcoming hearings on Warrant Articles if they wished to share any thoughts
or comments or to attend. The full schedule of hearings and meetings that have been posted and noticed may be found
here https://www.brooklinema.gov/166/Advisory-Committee
There being no other business, a MOTION was made, seconded and by unanimous vote, the meeting adjourned at 9:36
pm.
Documents presented
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Capital Subcommittee Hearing Report FY22 Building Department Budget
Capital Subcommittee Hearing Report FY22 Building Department CIP
Building Department 5 Year Plan
Schools Repairs and Maintenance FY2022
Schools Mini CIP
Capital Subcommittee Hearing Report on FY22 Operating Budget and CIP – Recreation Dept, Golf Course and
Revolving Fund
Brookline Recreation Department Presentation
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# Votes Abstain
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Harry Bohrs
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Dennis Doughty
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BROOKLINE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Administration and Finance Subcommittee
Report on FY2022 Town Clerk Budget
The Administration and Finance and Capital Subcommittees held a virtual public hearing
on Tuesday, March 9th, 2021 to review the Town Clerk budget and Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) request. In attendance were Harry Bohrs, Neil Gordon, and Dennis
Doughty for A&F; Carla Benka, John Doggett, Harry Friedman, Amy Hummel, Carol
Levin, and Pam Lodish for Capital; Jeff Nutting, Town Clerk’s office; Chris Tisbert,
Administrative Assistant; Melissa Goff, Deputy Town Administrator; Justin CassanovaDavis, Assistant Town Administrator; and Mark Levy.
The proposed operating budget information appears in section 4G, pp. 4.30 to 4.33 in the
FY-2022 Financial Plan.
RECOMMENDATIONS
By a vote of 3-0-0, the Administration & Finance Subcommittee recommends
FAVORABLE ACTION on the Town Clerk budget request of $617,240.
By vote of 6-0-0, the Capital Subcommittee recommends FAVORABLE ACTION on the
Town Clerk’s CIP request of $130,000.
Discussion
The proposed 2022 budget shows a decrease of $142,665 (23%) from the FY21 budget.
This is almost entirely due to regular variation in the number of elections expected to be
held in FY22, which results in a predictable reduction in Temporary Full Time work
(election staff) and Meals (for election staff). Other salaries are essentially level funded,
with a small steps increase somewhat offset by a small longevity decrease. All other
expenses are level funded.
The Clerk’s office enters FY22 with more unknowns than in prior years, including:
• There will be a new Clerk (either elected or appointed, depending on the outcome of a
May 2021 ballot question) and there appears to be a lot of deferred organizational work
to catch up on
• There will likely be redistricting after the US Census is finalized
• The State is considering new rules around mail-in voting
• The Bylaws require updating. (The last update of the official printed document dates to
2018.) This update is required prior to the digitization effort.
• There is the possibility of currently unanticipated election(s).
There are likely to be costs associated with each of these. The current expectation is that
the work will be absorbed by the budget, but there is the possibility of a Reserve Fund
transfer request for the Town Clerk (a certainty if an additional election is required). The
Bylaw digitization effort — moving the bylaws into the General Code platform — is not
budgeted for FY22 due to its dependence on first integrating all of the changes from the
A&F Subcommittee Report on Town Clerk FY22 Operating Budget
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past several years into a single master. This is a disappointment to the Subcommittee,
which recommends that immediate steps be taken to educate the public (possibly via an
online index of changes) as to how the most up-to-date documents can be located online.
The Clerk’s office plans a complete upgrade of voting equipment in FY22. The existing
hardware is 20 years old and had an expected lifetime of 10 years when originally
purchased. The CIP request of $130,000 covers new hardware and software. The request
includes 22 tabulator machines (one tabulator per precinct plus backups), reporting
software and hardware, training, testing, and onsite coverage for the first election. (The
State is responsible for replacing the AutoMARK Voter Assist terminals for voters with
special needs.) It is possible that the Town will receive a very modest credit for the old
equipment but that is not certain at this time. It is expected that the new equipment will
have a useful life of 10-12 years. Post-purchase maintenance and software licensing fees
total $5,250.
There was a lengthy discussion regarding the potential impact of Ranked Choice Voting on
the hardware selection process; the subcommittees were satisfied that the range of possible
outcomes can adequately be satisfied by the hardware platform to be acquired.
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BROOKLINE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Capital Subcommittee
Report on FY2022 Recreation Department Operating Budget,
Recreation Revolving Fund and the Golf Course Enterprise Fund
March 16, 2021
The Capital Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee met via Zoom on
Wednesday, March 10, 2021, to review the FY2022 Recreation Department
budgets.
In attendance were Leigh Jackson, Recreation Director; Justin Lawson, head
golf professional; Jonathan Lewitus, Assistant Director; Tyler Radicioni,
Resource Manager for operations and facilities; Gerry Kelly, Business
Manager; John Bain, Chair of the Park & Recreation Commission; Nancy
O'Connor, Vice Chair of the Park & Recreation Commission; Wendy Sheridan,
member of the Park & Recreation Commission; Melissa Goff, Deputy Town
Administrator; Erin Gallentine, DPW Commissioner; and members of the
Capital Subcommittee (Carla Benka, John Doggett, Harry Friedman, Amy
Hummel, Carol Levin, and Pamela Lodish).
Leigh introduced the mission of the Department of Recreation which is to
enhance the quality of life through enriching experiences which support the
mental, physical and social health of the Brookline community.
The Recreation Department’s goal is to stay agile and be the best at what it
does. Staff is focused on the quality of their programs and on the
experiences of the customer. Brookline’s Recreation Department has one of
the biggest recreation programs in New England. COVID was devastating
for recreation, however, Recreation staff has enthusiastically responded to
the challenges that COVID has brought to their department.
General Fund - The Recreation Department started its cost recovery
philosophy in 2012 and continues to make good progress with it. It is
working on its accreditation which it started in 2021. It is a 5-year project.
Staff began using a new customer focused software called Amelia. It was
rolled out in January and is running smoothly
General Fund increases are utilities, up by $3,093 which includes higher
electricity costs and an increased use of gasoline. The department is doing
its best to stay as close to budget for the Recreation Revolving Fund and
hopefully will close the year in the positive.

Re their summer camps, they ran one of the only summer camps in the
region last summer and had zero reports of COVID. They had protocols for
every one of their facilities and programs.
Revolving Fund - The FY22 budget for the Revolving Fund shows a
decrease in personnel of $169,687. Due to COVID they eliminated two
recreation leader positions and transferred the aquatics supervisor to the
General Fund. Services show a decrease of $15,000 (a combination of
decreasing cleaning services by $34,000, and increasing credit card, printing
and software services expenses). Supplies increased by $5,000, training by
$10,000, utilities by $10,000 and capital for computers by $5,000.
Golf Enterprise fund – Golf always gets a lot of attention. The golf course
had a successful FY2021 season and created a safe socially distanced place
for residents to play. They had a fully remote payment system and moved
the check-in station outside. They added two full-time staff in 2021
(assistant golf professional and equipment maintenance) and are
anticipating a successful spring season. Another accomplishment in FY21
was a program for selected tree removal for safety and aesthetic reasons.
Increased Enterprise Fund – Personnel increased by $43,000 (full time up
$10,751 and seasonal part time up by $32,000). Services increased by
$26,659 (software license, rentals, handicap tournament fees and
processing fees increased and consulting and golf equipment maintenance
decreased). Increased landscaping expenses were included in the adjusted
budget in November 2020 and will continue for several more years.
A golfer pays $60 to compete and it costs the town $30 so it is a bit of a
moneymaker. Credit card fees are only going to go up, and Justin Lawson,
Head Golf Professional, is looking at possibly passing along the credit card
fees to the purchaser. They use point of sale software that is popular with
other municipalities. With COVID and more dependence on the use of credit
cards, it has allowed the golf course to operate payments more efficiently.
Supplies increased by $54,000 (Pro shop supplies $38,000, agricultural
supplies up $50,000 for chemicals, sand, loom, and flowers and trees;
equipment maintenance supplies decreased by $19,000, meals and
reception supplies decreased by $8,000 and recreation supplies decreased
by $5,000). The supply increase has to do with the potential to sell
merchandise during the US Open in June 2022. The Recreation Department
makes sure, in consultation with the DPW’s Division of Parks and Open
Space, that the products used are green and approved by the Town of
Brookline. Utilities are estimated to increase by $3,600.

The Recreation Department is looking forward to a time when things will feel
a little more normal. They are keeping things simple and focusing on quality
programming. They strive for excellence with everything they do and with
the goal to have a good experience for their customers. The new software
they brought on in 2021 has made it easier for golfers to register and play.
When focusing on community, their keystone partners are the Parks
department, the Senior Center and the Brookline Public Schools. The
Department has shared agreements with Park School, Dexter Southfield,
Beaver Country Day and Winsor and because of the high demand for sports,
they will continue to work and cultivate these relationships. They continue
to work on building a good customer experience – it doesn’t happen by
accident; it happens by design.
Re programming, there is a potential for overlap with programming offered
by the Public Library and by Recreation. The two departments engage in
conversations to compliment rather than duplicate services. In 2021 the
Recreation Department didn’t offer senior programs due to COVID and had
to lay off the recreation leader in charge of that. Their programs differ motor skills and as much movement as possible are components of the
Senior recreation programs, compared to more passive classes offered by
the library. Leigh expressed a desire to hire back staff to run senior
programs again. Last week she went before HR and the Select Board to
request this.
Erin Gallentine joined the Zoom call to talk about the ice-skating rink. In
2019 there was a catastrophic failure of the chiller. There was a reserve
fund transfer for mechanical improvements including converting the
electrical panel to accommodate the large mobile refrigeration units that
service rink and to bypass plumbing. The rink’s floor had to be drained of
calcium chloride brine, the system was flushed and calcium chloride was
replaced with propylene glycol.
This winter the department initiated an efficient pre-registration process in
collaboration with the Health Department and was able to get many skaters
and ice hockey players back on the ice. Reportedly, the ice was better than
it had been in years. The ice rink provided much needed relief to be outside
and safe and was a bright spot during COVID.
The rink now has an annual leasing cost for the refrigeration component of
$122,000 and this expense is in the DPW budget and is renewable for up to
five years.

Two days before the rink was scheduled to close for the season (on March
1), staff noticed that there was melting on the ice and subsequently
discovered a problem in the piping under the slab. They shut the system
down and ended the season two days early. The next step will be to
pressure test the system after the rink’s ice completely melts. Hopefully
there will be a simple fix and a broken poly pipe can be found and replaced.
The rink has reached - or perhaps is passed -the end of its useful life. An Ice
Rink Task Force has been formed and the Park and Recreation Commission
has approved an RFP for a Feasibility Study. In addition to the current site,
two other sites will be explored for a test fit for a skating facility. The RFP
will be put out to bid by the Chief Procurement Officer and the process of
selection and subsequent study will begin this spring. The Commission is
considering the possibility of partnerships as a way to finance and cover the
costs of operating the facility. The Planning Department will continue to be
consulted as to site options and other considerations.
The members of the Capital Subcommittee requested information on the allin costs of operating the facility as well as revenue sources. It appears that
the rink closed on budget for FY 21, even taking into account electricity costs
that were higher than budgeted. Any losses for the operation of the rink will
be covered by the Revolving Fund.
In future years Leigh would like the town to consider moving some of the
expenses for the operation of the rink to the general fund, as is done for the
Kirrane Aquatics Center. Members of the Capital Subcommittee also
requested expense and revenue information for the pool. Erin will provide
DPW’s expenses related to the two facilities.
Leigh referred to the creation of a Golf Course Master Plan and her hope to
increase the use of the golf course for those who do not play golf. She and
her team are cognizant of the fact that the location is underutilized. There
are currently two bocce courts on the premises that were installed with the
idea that they would attract seniors in particular but they remain
underutilized. Recreation staff is looking into extending the use of the facility
past the golfing season and exploring the possibilities of Nordic skiing,
snowshoeing, and sledding. Movie nights on the driving range, ice cream
socials, and music venues are also under consideration for other times of the
year. More people seem to be exploring the property (walking dogs and
riding bikes on its paths were given as examples) and staff is looking
forward to finding ways to increase the appeal of the facility for a larger
range of uses.

The last topic of the hearing was the contract for food and beverages at
Putterham and VineRipe, the current vendor, which has had the contact for
more than 10 years. With the expiration of the current contract in the near
future, an RFP was issued, but there were no responses. The RFP was
followed by an RFQ, which received three responses. Under the auspices of
the Chief Procurement Officer, a Selection Committee was created (Leigh,
Justin, Mike from golf course and two Park and Recreation Commissioners)
and all three potential vendors were interviewed. All vendors had merit
and one rose to the top. VineRipe was not recommended by the Selection
Committee. In response to questions from the subcommittee, Leigh
acknowledged that change can be hard and that she believed the process
was both fair and difficult.
Implementing a Master Plan will help to create a more inviting dining area in
the clubhouse. Some minimal things will be done now and hopefully more
will be done later. The kitchen needs to be upgraded. The facility, with or
without a seasonal tent, could be a destination site for weddings, reunions,
retirement parties or other large group occasions. The Master Plan will also
include a comprehensive Capital Improvement Plan for all of the facilities.
By a vote of 6-0, the Capital Subcommittee recommends approval of:
1. $1,058,391 for the FY 22 operating budget of the Recreation Department
2. $3,879,930.82 for the FY 22 Recreation Revolving Fund
3. $2,009,493 for the FY 22 Golf Course Enterprise Fund
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Agenda
Interactive OpenGov
Vision FY22 Goals and FY21 Accomplishments
Changes in General Fund
Changes in Revolving Fund
Changes in Enterprise Fund - Golf

VISION

GENERAL

Changes from FY21
Increased Utilities by $3,093
●
Most from electricity
●
Approx. $800 for gasoline
OpenGov Recreation General Fund

REVOLVING

Revolving -Changes From FY21
Decrease
Personnel decreased by $169,687
Eliminated 2 Recreation Leader positions
Aquatics Supervisor moved to General
Services decreased by $15,000
Building Cleaning Services decreased by ($34,000)
Software Services increased $5,000
Printing increased by $5,000
Credit Cards increased by $9,000

Revolving - Changes From FY21
Increases
Supplies increased by $5,000
Trainings/Education increased by $10,000
Utilities increased by $10,000
Capital (computers) increased by $5,000

ENTERPRISE

Enterprise Changes since FY21
Personnel increased $43,000
Full Time increase of 10,751
Seasonal part time increase of $32,000

Services increased by $26,659

Software License increased $8,000
Landscaping increased by $15,000
Other Rentals increased by $9,000
Handicaps increased by $13,000
Processing Fees increased by $28,000
Consulting decreased by ($30,000)
Golf Equipment Maintenance decreased by ($10,000)

Enterprise Changes since FY21
Supplies increased by $54,000

Pro Shop Supplies increased $38,000
Agricultural Supplies increased by $50,000
Equipment Maintenance Supplies decreased by ($19,000)
Meals & Reception Supplies decreased by ($8,000)
Recreation Supplies decreased by ($5,000)

Utilities increased by $3,600
OpenGov Golf Enterprise Budget

Looking Forward
Quality Programming
Customer Experience
Community
- Keystone partners

- Community Engagement
- Diversity and Inclusion

Questions

Thank You.

FY22 Building Department Operating Budget
https://stories.opengov.com/brooklinema/published/DiQul6oFQ
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Capital Subcommittee Public Hearing
March 4 and 12, 2021
The Capital Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee met at 5pm via Zoom on March 4th and
again at 10:45am via Zoom on March 12th. In attendance at the first meeting were subcommittee
chair, Carla Benka; sub-committee members Amy Hummel, Harry Friedman, Pamela Lodish,
Carol Levin, and John Doggett; Advisory Committee Members Cliff Brown and Janice Kahn
were also present, as was Fred Levitan; Melissa Goff, Deputy Town Administrator; Charlie
Simmons, Director of Public Buildings; Dan Bennett, Building Commissioner; and Director of
Operations for the School Department, Matthew Gills were all in attendance at the first meeting
on March 4th.
At the continued meeting the full subcommittee was present, absent P. Lodish; Cliff Brown and
Fred Levitan were in attendance on the 12th, as were prior listed Town employees (excluding
Director of Operations for the school department), and all were joined by Deputy Superintendent
of Administration and Finance, Mary Ellen Normen; and Helen Charlupski, chair of the capital
subcommittee of the School Committee.
The Building Department Budget Statement
The Building Department has six subprograms are administration, code enforcement and
inspection, repairs to public buildings, Town Hall maintenance, construction/renovation and the
school plant.
The Building Department Operating budget request in the reflected in the budget book on page
IV-57 is $9,116,024 for FY22.

NB: A live link to the detailed budget is included (here), and in the title of this document.
In addition, drafts of the 2022 Schools Mini CIP, 5 year plan and Schools R&M draft are
attached.

Overview and Primary Take-Away
The FY22 building department budget reflects a $215,167 (2.36%) increase.
As reflected in the table above, the increases include:
 Personnel increases of $43,941 (1.5%);
 Services increase of $75,421 (2.3%)
 Utilities increase of $95,813 (3.39%)
 Capital, Supplies and “Other” are level funded.
As with all proposed FY22 budgets, this is a Covid recovery budget. Last year, the Building
Department had its repair and maintenance (R&M) budget cut by $110,000, as well as the
reduction of one of the greatly needed inspector positions that had just been added to the
department. While the inspector position has been added back into the FY22 budget, the
$110,000 for R&M has not. Currently, there is an approximate $200,000 deficit for R&M in this
years budget, and a deficit approximately $272,000 for staffing required to properly maintain the
school plant.
The most pressing issue facing the building department this year continues to be lack of
sufficient funds to properly repair and maintain Town buildings. In 2017, the Advisory
Committee were provided spreadsheets indicating that the building department ideally needed
$15,000,000 to address long deferred repair and maintenance needs; two years later, the FY19
report to the Advisory Committee noted that the catch-up R&M budget was an estimated
$16,700,000. The R&M budget continues to fall short of addressing documented R&M needs.
That is not to say that the Building Department has not done an excellent job with the resources
it has, but as has been reported to the Advisory Committee for the last several years, the building
department often finds itself in reactive, rather than proactive repair and maintenance mode.
Despite strategically prioritizing R&M, as the Town continues to expand school buildings, as
HVAC systems become increasingly more complicated and as electrical systems proliferate and
become more complicated as well, the dollars needed to repair and maintain these Town assets is
increasingly strained.
The subcommittee recognizes that continued deferred maintenance of the Town’s building
investments and assets leads to higher costs, more extensive repairs, and premature replacement
needs.
Brookline School Buildings
Underfunding for R&M of the School plant is of great concern. Exacerbating that concern is
the High School addition and rebuild soon to come online, and the Driscoll and Pierce projects in
the pipeline.

As we know, the School Committee has put forth one proposed budget requiring approximately
$5,000,000 more than was allotted, reflecting the Schools on-going struggle with structural
deficits (which of course is a shared concern for the Town). It’s worth noting that the additional
amount the School Department is asking for does include the expansion request from the
building department; however, there are items totaling $5,359,925 in the 2021 Mini-CIP for high
school, which are not included in the School Committee’s budget.
The amount of funding the Town (and the Schools) will receive thanks to the recently passed
American Rescue Act is unknown, as is how the Town will parcel out those funds.
Discussion
The committee discussed the fact that while debt exclusion overrides anticipate building costs,
they have not sufficiently addressed the additional costs for R&M that follow (there is likely
some bias that because a building is new, not much needs to be done). Part and parcel of this
issue is that with larger buildings also comes the need for additional staff and supplies; and,
because they are obvious and immediate needs, those operating costs are prioritized. There was
general agreement among committee members that Brookline ought to better plan and properly
care for these substantial tax-payer investments, in addition to taking better care of what we
already have.
One subcommittee member suggested that perhaps the Town ought to devise a new or different
approach for calculating the costs of a new building which anticipates operating costs. For
example, when putting forward a debt exclusion override, a simultaneous override to cover
operating costs would help address the issue and lead to greater transparency. Another
suggestion was to use the data we have to benchmark the cost of our school buildings on per
square foot basis, and with similar communities. Additionally, it would be helpful to separate the
inflation in certain types of costs from R&M, from costs related to expansion, in order to provide
an accurate view of expenses/costs so that the Town may plan accordingly.
The subcommittee has asked for an updated copy of the Public Building Director’s ideal budget,
and prioritization list.

Planning and Staffing Updates
As noted in the overview, last year the Building Department had a recently added inspector
position removed in order to trim costs in the Town’s Covid budget. That position has been
added back to the FY22 budget.

Additionally, the Building Department continues is efforts to hire additional tradesmen, as
recommended by the Matrix Report, in the Public Buildings Division.
The Matrix Report, a one-time, external report completed in July 2016, provided the Town
with a comprehensive evaluation and recommendations for Brookline’s building program. The
Advisory committee has heard the recommendations included in the Matrix Report during the
last several budget cycles. While the Building Department continues to rely on the report for
guidance, the aforementioned addition of square-footage in school buildings suggests that the
Matrix Report may no longer adequately address Brookline’s public building constellation.
As has been reported in the past, the Matrix report opined on the efficiencies of employing inhouse Tradesmen who are familiar with Town equipment and operating procedures, rather than
an Open Contractor Model (OCM). In-house employees are available when needed, compared to
hiring outside Tradesmen at a premium, who may or may not be available or have experience
with a particular piece of equipment.
There are currently 4 HVAC positions are open. While the Town has occasionally been able to
hire HVAC tradesmen, they remain difficult positions to fill. Retention is also a problem given
the lucrative private options available to these tradesmen in the current economic environment.
Even other towns within the Commonwealth offer more attractive pay.
Utilities
FY20
Actual

FY21
Budget

FY22
Budget

2021-22 Variance

2021-22 Variance

There is utilities increase of $95,813 (3.39%) It’s worth noting that this past year there was a
$200,000 deficit for HVAC and electrical services due to Covid mitigation efforts. These
mitigation efforts included circulating more fresh air and regular checks on the HVAC systems.
So, while there was a decrease in plumbing costs in FY21 (because the buildings were more

gently used), that decrease did not result in a utilities cost savings.

Voted
By a vote of 5-0-0 the Capital Subcommittee voted to approve $9,116,024 for the FY21
Building Department operating budget. (As initially voted, P. Lodish was not in attendance
during the March 12th vote and therefore, was not included in the vote tally).

Capital Subcommittee
FY 22 Building Department CIP Requests
March 16, 2021
Town/School Building – ADA Renovations
Recommendation: $85,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
Funds for this program are allocated on an annual basis in order to bring both Town and
School buildings into compliance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities
Act. Some of the money is spent on predetermined projects, while the rest is held in
reserve to respond in a timely manner to requests that are received during the year.
A portion of the FY 21 funds have been used to install automatic door openers (both
touchless and touch-operated) in such locations as the side doors of Town Hall and of the
Health Department building. This type of work will continue in FY 22, along with the
installation of automatic hand towel dispensers and automatic flushometers.
Town/School Buildings – Energy Conservation Projects
Recommendation: $165,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP funds are used to decrease energy consumption in Town and School buildings.
Actions include, but are not limited to, lighting retrofit and controls, energy efficient
motors, insulation, heating and cooling equipment, and installation of variable frequency
drives that control the speed of motors for pumps and fans. In addition, water
conservation efforts are explored.
FY 21 Energy Conservation dollars were used to support the continuation of LED
lighting installation in the Brookline Village branch of the Library and in the Public
Safety Building. In the coming fiscal year, LED lighting will be installed in the Lawrence
and Runkle Schools, Putterham Golf Course Clubhouse, and maintenance facility at Larz
Anderson Park.
Related to this work has been the installation of solar panels at the Florida Ruffin Ridley
School, which are expected to be fully operational in about three weeks. Solar panels are
also scheduled to be installed at the Runkle School, Kirrane Aquatics Center/Tappan
Gym, Brookline High School, Heath School, and Municipal Services Center.
Town/School Buildings – Envelope/Fenestration Repairs
Recommendation: $750,000 (General Fund Bond)
Ten years ago $250,000 was appropriated for costs associated with repairs to the outside
envelope of all Town and School buildings, including a visual inspection of the exterior
of all buildings to help prioritize these repairs. The master plan that was prepared by a
consultant included a priority list and a schedule that called for the investment of $27.45
million over a 30-year period. Over time, the replacement of the Old Lincoln School

retaining wall and support structures was added to the list, along with chimney inspection
and repairs, including the installation of new metal liners.
In FY 22, repointing, caulking, and sealant work will take place at Fire Station 4
(Reservoir Road and Route 9) and at the New Lincoln School, and a new door will be
installed for the public restrooms at Larz Anderson Park.
Public Building Fire Alarm Upgrades
Recommendation: $175,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP dollars are used in this program to upgrade and maintain the fire alarm and fire
protection systems in Town and School buildings, based on the recommendations in the
study undertaken by Garcia, Galuska & Desousa.
In FY 21 maintenance, repair and replacement work took place or will take place at the
Senior Center, Public Safety building, Health Department building, Municipal Services
Center, Eliot Recreation Center, and High School. In FY 22 similar work will be
undertaken at the Heath and Baldwin Schools, Brookline Village branch of the Library,
and Water Division facility on Netherlands Road.
Town/School Building – Security/Life Safety Systems
Recommendation: $170,000 (Property Tax/Free Cash)
CIP funds are used to fund security improvements in Town and School buildings,
including upgrades of cameras from analog to digital and replacement of doors, door
frames, and locks (as needed) as well as the continuation of the ongoing program to
replace and install upgraded burglar alarms, sprinkler systems, emergency lighting, and
egress signs.
In the coming fiscal year, funds will be directed to purchasing and installing additional
keycard readers, upgrading keycard software and Town Hall cameras, modifying the
sprinkler system in Town Hall, and inspecting and repairing fire escapes in various
buildings.

